
1. An accessible retirement destination

Mauritius has become a preferred retirement destination for an increasing number of South 

Africans. When preparing for such a significant move, there are certain questions you need to 

find answers to, such as: are foreign retirees welcome? Is Mauritius an affordable place to call 

home? Are there adequate amenities and facilities for the retired? What are the advantages 

of retiring in Mauritius? 

To help you figure out these questions, we have bundled a series of short articles that 

address these topics and hopefully provide additional insight to our clients and 

prospects. 

Expats who intend to retire to Mauritius are most welcome provided they meet certain 

conditions. You can apply for a renewable Occupation or Residence Permit which entitles you 

to reside in the country for a three-year period. 

A Residence Permit may be issued upon acquisition of a residence worth at least US$ 375k 

(down from US$ 500k since September 2020) within an approved development. While the 

price tag is high, this is the most secure option. You will typically find a 2-3 bedroom 

apartment, probably without direct access to the sea but close enough to the beach to make 

the most of the island lifestyle. 

Owners, theirs spouses and dependent children are allowed to live in the country as long as 

the property remains in their possession. The residence permit is valid for a period of 10 

years 
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and renewal remains tied to ownership of the residence. The added bonus of capital gain over 

time is another important consideration along with a number of additional perks. 

South Africans can also qualify by applying for a 3-year Occupation Permit as a retired non-

citizen above the age of 50. The Government has recently relaxed the relevant conditions and 

although not as well-known as the Residence Permit, this is a relatively affordable route to 

take if you want to settle down and retire in Mauritius. 

You will however be required to prove that you can move US$ 1.5k (around ZAR 27k) a 

month, or US$ 18k (ZAR 325k) per year into a Mauritian bank account to cover your living, 

medical and transport expenses, among others. After the initial permit period, you are 

entitled to apply for a 10-year Permanent Residence Permit provided you meet the income 

and other requirements – that will save you having to make an application every three years.

This will allow you to live permanently in Mauritius, with a great deal of freedom in terms of 

how you choose to spend the money brought into the country. It can be used for instance to 

support your lifestyle needs in retirement, for investment purposes or to satisfy your craving 

for holidays. 

This second option certainly makes the country substantially more accessible to retired South 

Africans. 

https://www.edbmauritius.org/work-and-live-in-mauritius/permanent-residence-permit-10-years/


2. Retire at an affordable price

In this article, we examine how Mauritius compares with South Africa and Portugal, using cost 

of living, rent and groceries as our key indicators. 

For the purpose of this review, we have used information for 2019 available from 

Numbeo.com, a website which compiles cost-of-living data for nearly 7,000 cities, using New 

York City as its index benchmark (=100). 

According to Numbeo’s Cost of Living Index (excluding rent), Mauritius consumer prices are 

higher than in South Africa and almost on a par with Portugal. However, inflation rates have 

been lower in Mauritius over the past decade and stood at 2.2% in February/March 2020 

compared to South Africa’s 5.2%. This suggests the cost-of-living differential between the two 

countries is closing. 

Diminishing differences 

The website’s Rent Index also shows that rent prices in South Africa and Portugal are much 

higher than in Mauritius. The island’s attractiveness increases when combining cost of living 

with rent, as it is slightly higher than South Africa but lower than Portugal. 
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On the other hand, groceries prices are higher in Mauritius than in South Africa and Portugal. 

However, these differences are not substantial and ever diminishing between South Africa 

and Mauritius and the premium on day-to-day necessities could be offset by potential tax 

savings. 

https://www.numbeo.com/cost-of-living/


Better standard of living ranking 
Additionally, standard of living data for 2019 provided by the International Monetary Fund 

shows that Mauritius is ranked 58th out of 185 countries in the world. Portugal is placed in 

the 42nd position and South Africa 95th. 

Last year, gross domestic product (at purchasing power parity) per capita for Mauritius was 

US$ 24.996 compared to US$ 13,754 for South Africa. Although maybe less relevant to 

retirees who do not generate GDP, this is still an important indicator of the social well-

being of a country. 

These different measures of affordability show that Mauritius remains a very desirable and 

convenient destination for South Africans to retire. 

Comparative cost-of-living figures 

Mauritius South Africa Portugal 

Cost of Living Index (excl. rent) 52.64 42.49 50.39 

Rent Index 11.53 16.50 21.07 

Cost of Living Plus Rent Index 32.80 30.01 36.31 

Groceries Index 47.89 33.88 40.20 



This time we discuss the pros and cons of retiring in Mauritius for South Africans. In this article, 

we pay attention to factors such as safety and security, taxation, connectivity, healthcare and 

lifestyle. 

Let’s look at some of the potential advantages first. Based on United Nations Office on Drugs 

and Crime (UNODC) figures, Mauritius is a substantially safer place for retirees than South 

Africa.  In fact around 20 times safer and with Mauritius being closely comparable to the UK 

and also safer than US. 

In terms of tax savings, there is not much difference between the effective tax rate for a 

retiree in Mauritius and South Africa at an income level of around R 600k per annum.  

It takes about a year to move your tax residency from South Africa to Mauritius. Residents 

are taxed on both income generated through local investments and foreign income remitted 

to Mauritius (i.e. only when received in Mauritius). For instance, the annual profit of an 

offshore structure or investment would not be taxable save for earnings repatriated back into 

Mauritius. This comprises a substantial advantage for those with offshore-based wealth and 

income-generating assets. 

Easy connectivity 

Another key advantage is the connectivity factor. Increasingly kids and grandkids are basing 

themselves in the likes of UK, Europe and Australia. Mauritius has easy connectivity to 

these major destinations as well as many African cities. With numerous flights daily, it won’t 

be an issue for South African retirees to plan a trip back home to visit family, friends and 

business counterparts. 

3. The pros and cons of retiring to Mauritius



The public healthcare system in Mauritius is well-developed, expanding and available free of 
charge to all residents. There is also private healthcare with costs that are comparable to those 
for medical treatment in South Africa. Both cater to the vast majority of healthcare 
requirements of retired residents. 

The World Health Organisation (WHO) ranks the national health system 84th overall out 
of 191 countries. The country stands at 56th position in terms of responsiveness with an 
index of 5.57. In addition, Mauritius is ranked 54th, South Africa 133rd and Portugal 30th 
in the Health category of the Legatum Institute’s 2019 Prosperity 
Index. 

Healthy outdoor lifestyle & cultural treasures 

With summer temperatures ranging from 25°C-33°C and 17°C-25°C in winter, there are also 
few places in the world that measure up to Mauritius in terms of a healthy outdoor 
lifestyle. This idyllic tropical island obviously has much to offer in terms of land- and 
water-based activities. There are also many sports clubs and gyms catering for all levels of 
fitness. 

https://www.who.int/


Moreover, Mauritius is a unique melting pot of many different cultures that have gelled well 

together to create a feeling of peaceful harmony. There is a vast array of historical, cultural, 

artistic and culinary treasures for discovery beyond the mainstream tourist attractions. It’s also 

a multi-lingual country with a very high adult literacy rate and English as one of the main 

languages for communication. 

Potential cons to retiring in Mauritius 

However, there are not just advantages. For instance, the country has a relatively small size 

(2,040 km²) from a South African perspective. Comparatively, the Kruger National Park alone 

has a surface area of 19,485km². Fortunately, the topography of Mauritius helps create a 

sense of space, making it feel larger than its conservative size. There is off course the 

coastline, as well as mountainous, forest and farmland regions. But understandably the 

diversity in landscapes and scenery is a mere fraction of what SA has to offer.  But what the 

island does have, combined with the cultural treasures, could keep a retired person busy for 

years. 

It can also get hot and humid in the peak of summer, around December, January and 

February. While this might be the perfect period for holidaying on the beach, it can put a 

damper on full-time retiree residents. But the reality is that the weather is not unbearable and 

there are always modern lifestyle luxuries such as air conditioning to elevate your comfort in 

your car or at home. 

When we weigh up all the pros and cons of moving to Mauritius, the island still remains a 

paradise for retirees! 
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Prices are governed by the forces of demand and supply, considering there is a shortage of 

accessible, safe, beautiful tropical islands boasting a diversified and stable economy. If 

you compare to South Africa, real estate prices are three to four times higher. A 3-

bedroom apartment in one of the coastal towns can be purchased from around US

$400-700k (ZAR 7-12.5m). These properties are the most desirable among prospective 

foreign retirees – but also the most highly priced. 

While the price tag of a coastal home may not be affordable to everyone, the smart 

city legislation introduced in Mauritius in 2015 brings new opportunities. The concept 

aims to create an ideal ‘live, work, play’ environment for locals and expatriates alike. A 

smart city like Moka ticks so many boxes for retired non-citizen aged 50 years old or above 

and holding an Occupation or Residence Permit, like access to first-class healthcare, retail 

and entertainment, sports facilities, hiking in the nearby mountains and motorway access to 

the airport. 

4. Choosing between buying and renting property

The decision between buying and renting a residential property when thinking about moving 

to Mauritius for retirement is entirely a matter of preference, lifestyle and finances. It really 

depends on whether you are looking for stability or flexibility. 

Many people cherish the freedom of owning a full title property and living in a house that is all 

theirs. Home ownership is also viewed as an investment tool with the opportunity to have an 

ever-appreciating asset that provides financial security. However, the cost of property remains 

a fairly constant concern for South Africans who wish to retire in Mauritius. 



This new kind of urban experience developed by ENL Property, a leading real estate developer 

in Mauritius, allows for more affordable prices without the high land costs associated with 

coastal properties. For example, a 2-bedroom 1-bathroom apartment can be purchased 

for approximately US$160k (~ZAR 2.8m). The price of a 2-bedroom 2-bathroom apartment 

with a small private garden hovers around R 3.4m. 

Moka Smart City and the likes are therefore a real retirement option for South African 

retirees who are ready to trade living on the coast for a 50% reduction in purchase price. 

Anyway, the beach is never too far away and you’ll still enjoy being part of a vibrant 

emerging community with an array of amenities. 

If ownership may just not be economically feasible or practical for you; rental is then what 

you should consider. The average home rent in Mauritius is generally 20-30% cheaper 

than a comparable property in South Africa. With pricing starting at around US$1.1k 

(ZAR 20k) a month for a nice 2-3 bedroom apartment, it provides a more affordable 

solution. And if you are in a situation where your living arrangements could change 

quickly, renting definitely offers more flexibility than owning. 

And if you are considering retirement and looking to secure options for the future, Moka has 

the highest long-term rental yields in Mauritius (7% per annum gross / 5% per annum net in 

a rand-hedged currency). Property appreciation yields are also around 7% per 

annum. Therefore a good interim investment that will allow you to prepare for your 

future with increased confidence and security. 

Please do not hesitate to contact Rob Hudson for further information. 

rhudson@enl.mu/ +27833090760 

https://www.lespromenadesdhelvetia.com/?lang=en
https://www.moka.mu/en/
mailto:rhudson@enl.mu



